
Novus Attenzia Task is designed to provide the best quality of light for your personal workspace. The recessed LEDs
produce an adjustable brightness of up to 742 lumens for a vibrant, white light that reduces eye strain and improves focus.
It features pivoting joints, aluminum construction, and a thin rotating lamp that allows you to focus the light right where you
need it.

Novus Attenzia Task is designed to provide the best quality of light for your personal workspace. The recessed LEDs
produce a brightness of up to 742 lumens for a vibrant, white light that reduces eye strain.

   

Novus Attenzia Task
7"x7" LED Light

Brightness- 742 lumens of vibrant white light (4,000 Kelvin)
Anti-Glare- 49 recessed LEDs cast an even light that reduces reflection
Dimming- Adjustable with memory for setting your ideal brightness
Pivoting joints- For easy positioning at any angle
Aluminum Construction- For strength and a modern look
Flexible- Thin aluminum lamp rotates up to 270°

Colors

Model # 740+1299+002

Lumens 742

Light Temperature (k) 4,000

Color Index 86

Range (in) 39.96

Base Mount Base Plate

Color Silver

Warranty 5 years

MSRP $679

Specifications

A Closer Look

https://www.novusoffice.com
https://www.novusoffice.com/lighting/item/740+1299+002
https://www.novusoffice.com/lighting/item/740+1298+002
https://www.novusoffice.com/lighting/item/740+1291+002


Attenzia’s energy-efficient LEDs produce a vibrant white light that’s easy on the eyes. At 4,000 Kelvin, the temperature is
ideal for reducing eye strain in work environments. It's easy to adjust the brightness up or down with the push of a button
and the memory setting always remembers your preferred illumination.

The Attenzia Task swivels on its base, has pivoting joints, and a rotating lamp head that allows you to focus the light just
where you need it. This Attenzia model includes a base plate and can also be mounted on a desk clamp, system rail, or
Novus SlatWall.

Aluminum construction gives the Attenzia Task strength and a smooth, modern finish. This light is German engineered and
designed for quality and durability. The LEDs are guaranteed for 50,000 hours of use and the light is backed by a 5 year
warranty.
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Illuminating Light

Easy Positioning

Guaranteed Quality

  Focused Illumination
Adjust Novus Attenzia Task lighting right
where you need it.

Dimmable Brightness
Attenzia dims with the touch of a butting
and remembers your last setting.

East to Position
Pivoting joints and a rotating lamp head let
you focus the light right where you need it.
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